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'~ l! or the sake of compfil'ison we may note, that formerly at thé 

temperature 15° O. and in a field of 7700 O. G. S. units the increase 
Was found to be: 

in the position I 6,5 11 14,9 

Physiology. - "Tlte 1'esoJ'ption of fat and soap in the large ana 
the smalt intestine". By Dr. H. J. HAMBURGER. 

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting). 

Mathematics. - "On an application of the hwolutions of higher 
order". By Prof. J. OARDINAAL. 

1. One of the best known problems of the theory of the pencil 
of conics is the determination of the number of particular conics in 
such a pencil, where one rectangular hyperbola, two parabolae and 
three pairs of straight lines are obtained. The corresponding problem 
of geometry in space, namely the detel'mination of the number 
of particular quadrJC Burfaces in a pencil of those quadrics (pencH 
of 8 2), offers more difficulties. 

It is true, it IS easy to prove that there are three paraboloïds in 
a pencil of 8 2 ; but more difficult is it to trace the number of other 
particular groups of surfaces. The surfaces of revolution cannot be 
reckoned amongst these, having to satisfy two conditions. Howevel', 
the orthogonal (rectangular) hyperboloids can be, as it will be 
proved that these are bound hy one condition only. 

M y purpose in this communication is to in vestigate first how 
many rectangular hyperboloids appear in a genera} pencil of 8 2 and 
consecutively to prove that the construction may be brought back 
to a problem of synthetic geometry in the plane, a problem where 
the theory of involutions of higher order must be applied. 

2. According to definition an hyperboloid iR rectangular when 
thc cyclic plaues are normal to two generatrices. With OLEBSCH 1) 
we ho wever thiok it preferabIe to choose a definition, in which we 
make use of the section of the hyperboloid with the plane at inB
nity. rro investigate the l'ectangularity we set to work as follows: 

1) CLEB3CH.LIN:PEMANN: Vorleaungen uber Geometrie, ("Lesaons on Geometry"), 
Vol. lIJ Part Ij p. 195, where we also find the literature of this subJect mentioned. 
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first we determine the seetion (HZ) of the hyperboloid with the plane 
at infinity, then we construct the chords of intersection of HZ with 
the imagmary eirde (eZ) in that p]ane. If the poIe of one of those 
chorda of intersection in reference to C2 falls in H2, the hyperboloid 
is rectangular. 

3. By this methocl the problem of space is traosformed into a 
pl'oblem of the pJane; in the further treatment, however, we come 
across the difficulty of an imaginary conie e2• For a better insight 
into the problem, we substitute for the present an arbitral'y plane 
for the plane at infinity, a real conic for the irnaginary circle and 
then the problem is formulated as follows: 

Given a cooie K2 and a pencil of conics with the also real base 
poiot'l 1, 2, 3, 4; to detel'mine a conic L2 of the peneil, for which 
the pole of a chord of intersection with K2 lies on P. 

4. If L2 is found, we can still make the following rem ark about 
the solution: Let L2 intersect the co]]ic ](2 in the points LlI L2 f 

Lg, L4,; let Lu be the pole of Ll Lz in reference ta K'), and let 
L2 be brought through Lu, then accordillg to a known theorem 
L2 will aIso pass through the pole L84, of the opposite chord 
L3 L4 1). So the points 1, 2, 3, 4, L12 , LS4 lie on the same conic. 
Af ter this rem ark we can pass to the cODstruction of the locus of 
the poles, supposing that L2 describes the whole pe-ncil. 

5. Let A2 be a conie of the pencil (1234): it jntel'sects ](2 in 
the four points Al' .A z, 11s , A4,' These four points will give rise 
to six common chords A 1 A21 AlAs,AlA4,11i&11a,AzA4,AsA4 
which correspond to six poles A 12 ••• A34' If A2 is rep]aeed sue· 
cessively by all the conics of the pencil, every Dew conic gives rise 
to four new points of intersectioD: 011 ](2 these !Iuadruples form 
an involution of the fourth order. It is dear, tbat if A 1 is ehosen 
arbitrarily and cOllie A2 is constructed, 1121 Aal A4 on 1(2 are alao 
determined, and that reciprocally when one of thé last points, take 
A21 is chosen, Al' 43 and A4 are aiao determineà. The six lines jaining 
the quadruples of points by two envelop a eurve C3 of the third class 2). 

1) STEINER-SCI{RÓTER: Theorie cIer Kegelscllnitte, ("Theory of Conies"), lI, 3rd 
edition, p. ö26, problelll 90. 

2) R. STURM, Die GebIlde ersten und zweiten Grades der LiniengeometriE', ("The 
ngures of the first and the second order in the geometry of the straight Hne)", I, 
p.29. 

MILINOWSKI, Zur TheolÎe der kubisehen und biquudrutisehen Involutionen, ("Theol'Y 
of eubie :md biquadmtic involutions") Zeitschrift f. Mnth. und Physik, 19, p. 212 etc. 
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We can detern1ine the order of this curve Cs in the following way: 
Construct one of the common tangents tI of K2 and I Cs i let Tl be 
the point of contact of tI witIl K2, then Tl is a double point of 
the involutioll. Through Tl still two tangents can be drawn to Cs; 
they interseet K2 iu the branchpoints of the involution j these 
branchpoints are common points of K2 and Cs. We can conclude 
from the number 6 of the coromon tangents that tbere are 12 of 
these branch points ; therefore Cs intersects the conic K2 in 12 points. 
Rence C3 is of the sixth order and may be called ('6. 

6. The locus of the poles of the tangents of C6 in reference to 
K2 is the reciprocal polar curve C3 of C6 ; it is of the third order 
aner of the sixth class. We imagine Ol1ce more a point Al2 on Cs 
as the pole of chord Al .1.12 of K2; Al and A 2 determille two points 
of the corresponding con ie A2 of the pencil which intersects K2 
moreover in AB and A<j,; A2 also intersects (J3 in the six points 
A '12, ...1'18' •• ...1 '84, Moreover five other poles will appear on C3 
besides A12' the pol es of the chords AJAs. AIAM A2AS' A2A4' AsA4' 
By assuming one point on Cs, two groups, each of 6, are de ter
mined on C3, the group A ~lDd the group A'. If one of the points 
A is taken arbitrarily no point of group A will coincide with a 
point of group A'. 

7. The following conclusions may be arrived at from the preceding: 
a. If we assume successively the points A12• B 12• 012 ", on C3, 

as many groups of 6 points are formed; each of the points of the 
group can determine the whole group unequivocally, so the points 
A, B,O • .. form an involution of the sixth order on C3. 

b. The points of intersection A', B'. C' ..• of the conics with 
Cs also form an involution of the sixth order. 

e. Each point of gl'OUp A' corresponds to any point of group Ai 
reciprocal1y each point of group A corresponds to any point of 
group A'; so both involutions are projective. 

d. The points of coincidence of both involutions determine the 
conies which give the solution of the problem (3). 

8. The projective involutions on the same beare)' are both of 
the sixth order, so they have 12 points of coincidence 1). These 
points may be indicated more closely in the following manner: 

J) E. Kör'rER! Grundzûge einer rein geometrischen Theorie der algebrnischen ebenen 
Curven, (nEIernents of n purely geometricnl theory of the nIgebraic pInne curves".) 
p. 88 etc. 
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cll intersects K 2 in 6 points; these 6 points are at the samê 
time tbe points of contact on 1(2 of the eommou tangents of K2 

and CG. From this we can conclude that for these points tue end
points of the chords of intersection coincide; sa iu these points 
conies of pencil (l 2 3 4) will touch K2. If we imagine one of these 
points Tl to be givell, a conie of the peneil passes through this 
point, and as it touches K2, the corresponding pole falls in Tl; 
fl'om tbis we conclude that: 

The 6 points of intersection Tl ... 16 of C3 and K2 are 6 of 
the points of coincidence of bath involutions; so we have still to 
account for 6 other points of coincidence. Let us eaU one of these 
points A12, then the conic thl'ough A 12 wi1l meet K2 in Al' A2' A3' A4 

and will pass through A34' the pole of A3 A4' Rence these six 
points can be divided into three pairs of points (A12 A S4) (B12 B 34) 

{Cl~ CS4)' 

By the way we remark that the obtained result is in accordance 
with the fart, that six conics of a pencil touch au arbitrary conie. 

9. The found three pairs of points deterrnine the three conies 
which will sQlve the problem. We ho wever add a tecond deduction, 
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which is connected, as will be pl'oved, with the theOly of double 
points of cm'ves of higher order, 

Let A2 again be a conic of the pencil (1 2 3 4) i we imagille 
two of the points of intersection of AZ with KZ to be constructed, 
take Al and A2' and moreover the pole AI2 of Al All in reference 
to K2 (see diagram). 

The tangen ts A I A 12 and A 2 A 12 in tersect the cOllic A J for the 
second time in the points PI and P'},; in tbe same way we can a]so 
determine the iangents in the points As and 41 4 with their second 
points of intersection Ps and P4' If A'}, describes the whole pencil, 
PI! P2, Ps, P4 generate a locus; at tbe same time tbe poles 
Au ... A34 generate the locus C3 found formerly. The conies 
forming the solution of thc problem proposed sub (3) must now be 
brought through the points of intel'section of the curve Cs with 
the locus of the points PI' P2, Ps, P4 • 

10. To deterrnine the order of the locus lastly named, let us 
take a straight line land determine how many points it has in 
common with it. We take a point AI on l, draw from that point 
two tangents to K2 and constrnct the conic (1 234) through 
each of the points of contact; as we can construct two conics, four 
points of intersection A '1' A ''}" A 's, A'4 on l wil! be found. 80 to 
one point Al belong 4 points A' iln the just found corl'espondence, 

Reversely if we construct tbe conic passing through A'l' then it 
ctlso passes tbrough one of tbe other points A' say A'2 ; it determines 
4 points of intersection with K2; the tangents to K2 through those 
points determine still three points A21 As, A4 besides Al' Oonse
quently 4 pointE. A' cOrl'espond to one point A and 4 points A to 
one point A'. 

SO there exists a projective correspondence (4,4) bet ween these 
points A and A' wbich possesses 8 points of coincidence. 80 the 
required locus llltersects l in 8 points, hen ce it is a curve of the 
8th order. 

11. However, this curve breaks up into two parts. It is clear 
that KC), itself belongs to the locus of the points of illtersection of 
the tangents to K2 with the variabIe conic A2. The remaining curve 
will be of the 6th order; we have now to investigate its pal'ticular 
points. These are the foJlowing: 

a. The points 1, 2, 3, 4 are double points of KO. To prove this 
we consider point 1, from which we draw the tangents tI and tz to 
K2. TherE' is a conie of the penril (12 B 4) passing throllgh the 
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point of contact tI and a second through the point or contact t~; if 
the varia bIe conie describes the peneil, then the iocus will pass two 
times through thc point 1; so 1 is a double point alld so are 2, 
3 and 4. 

b. The points of interseetion of KO and C3 are double points. 
cr. is the locus of the poles Au •.. AS4 i in these po]es two 
tangents concur; so the locus also passes two times tbrough these 
poles. It is evident that we are dealing with points of intersection 
of CS and Ka, not lying at the same time on K2, so theóe are the 
six pointó (AI2' AM)' (BI2' BS4) , (C)2' C34) formerly fouud. 

12 It is now evident, that the curvE' Ka has ten double points; 
80 it is unicursal. Of these points six lie on C3. the remaining 4 
are 1, 2, 3, 4. The six double points representing 12 pomts of 
intersection of KG with cs, thel'e are still 6 points; theRe are 
evidently the points where CS also intersects K2, so that now all 
the points of interseetion of CS alld KO are found. 

Moreover it is clear that the curve KG touC'hes the eurve KlJ. in 
the six common points, so that it lias no more points in common 
with it. 

Au additional remark is, that the 10 double points have a partic
ular position iu reference to each other. They are situated so, that 
the pomts A lie in pairs with the 4 points 1, 2, 3, 4 on a conie. 
This C'orresponds with thc geometrical truth that the ton double 
points of a curve of the 6th order oannot have an arbitrary position 
iu reference to eaeh other. 

13. The algebraic reckoning comes to a similar result. Lpt the 
Jlyperboloid be: 

This is rectangular, if 

111 1 1 1 
-;;r + (,2 ='{;2 or 

If we start from a general equation of aquadratie surface 
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th 'k 111 . tfh' en as 18 'nown ~' F' 7 are glven as roo s 0 teequatIon 

o , 

or 
1..3 + 3 A 1..2 + 3 BI.. + C = 0 , 

so that the condition, which must be satisfied by the 3 roots 
I..}, 1..2 , Às, is 

Now we have À} + )'2 + )'3 = -- 3 A, 1..1 1..2 + À} 1..3 -t- )'2}.3 = 3 B, 
1..1 1..2 À3 = - C, from which results after some deduction as arelation 
Jbetween thc coefficients 

27 A3 - 36 AB + 8 C = 0 . 

Expressed in the coefficiellts of the general equatioll th is bccomes 

so we see, that this is a re]ation where the coefficients appear In 

tbe third order. 
If thera is a penciI of quadratic surfaces of the second order, we 

substitute all + k bn for au; for k we obtain a cubic equation, which 
proves that there are three rectangular hyperboloids in the pencil, 
aresuit corresponding with that of the geometrical considerations. 

Up till now the treatment of the problem has borne a general 
character. For a complete insight tbe imaginary circle at infinity 
must be exchanged for the arbitrary conic K2; there are moreover 
many particular cases. This would however lead to too extensive 
discussions ; sa this communication must be concluded here. I 


